
just four 4 bedroom houses and six 2 bedroom
apartments with lift access 

Gifteleia Gardens
Iffley Village, Oxford OX4 4JJ

‘design beyond expectations’
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Drive into Iffley Turn and you will notice the difference as soon as
you arrive at the village. A silence broken only by the birds in the
trees and a transformation from town to country. Iffley Village
remains both in appearance and in character a traditional English
village. It has an unspoilt setting and boasts a choice of village
shops, restaurants and pubs.

For a far greater choice, Oxford City centre offers a mix of high
street shops and boutiques. It also provides an array of restaurants
and bars and an abundance of entertainment including the
excellent Oxford New Theatre. 

Education is well catered for within the reach of Iffley. The
Magdalen College School for boys and Matthew Arnold School,
a mixed community school just two miles and three miles away
respectively and of course the world famous Oxford University.

Iffley is also ideal for commuters. Oxford Railway Station is just
three miles away offering a fast and frequent service to London
Paddington. Junction 8 of the M40 is nearby and serves
international travellers with a network route to both Heathrow and
Birmingham International.

Iffley is and has been for generations the first choice for rural living
that’s within minutes from the heart of a historic and beautiful city
centre.

Named after Gifteleia, the name of Iffley in the Abingdon
Abbey Chronicles (941-46). Bellwood Homes have maintained
the heritage of this beautiful Oxfordshire village with their
superb development of luxury houses and apartments situated
within the boundaries of historic Oxford City.

set in landscaped gardens with mature trees...

Iffley Locks

The River ThamesThe River Thames

St.Mary’s Church, IffleyHistoric Oxford www.bellwoodhomes.co.uk St.Mary’s Church, Iffley

Iffley Locks
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Site Overview

...and located in the sought after village of Iffley

Computer Generated Image
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HOUSES ~ PLOTS 1, 2, 3 & 4

Computer Generated Image

www.bellwoodhomes.co.uk
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HOUSES ~ PLOTS 1, 2, 3 & 4

Plot 1 Metres Feet/inches

Living Room 6.23m x 3.24m 20’3” x 10’7”
Kitchen 4.08m x 2.80m 13’4” x 9’2”
Breakfast/Family 5.48m x 2.59m 17’10” x 8’5”
Garage/Utility 6.41m x 2.94m 21’0” x 9’6”

Plots 2 & 3 Metres Feet/inches

Living Room 6.23m x 3.24m 20’3” x 10’7”
Kitchen/Breakfast/Family Room

6.15m x 5.39m 20’2” x 17’8”
Garage/Utility 6.01m x 2.64m 19’8” x 8’8”

Plot 4 Metres Feet/inches

Living Room 6.23m x 3.24m 20’3” x 10’7”
Kitchen Area 3.90m x 2.59m 12’8” x 8’5”
Breakfast/Family 4.08m x 3.00m 13’4” x 9’10”
Garage/Utility 6.41m x 2.94m 21’0” x 9’8”
All measurements are within 76mm (3”)

BEDROOM 1

Plots 1 & 4 Metres Feet/inches

Master Suite 3.97m x 3.13m 13’0” x 10’3”
Ensuite
Dressing Area
Bedroom 3 5.97m x 2.94m 19’7” x 9’8”
Bedroom 4 2.95m x 2.54m 9’8” x 8’4”

All measurements are within 76mm (3”)

Plots 2 & 3 Metres Feet/inches

Master Suite 3.97m x 3.13m 13’0” x 10’3”
Ensuite
Dressing Area
Bedroom 3 5.34m x 2.64m 17’6” x 8’8”
Bedroom 4 2.95m x 2.54m 9’8” x 8’4”

All measurements are within 76mm (3”)

GROUND FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

FIRST FLOOR

Plots 1, 2, 3 & 4 Metres Feet/inches

Bedroom 2 4.11m x 3.35m 13’5” x 11’0”
Ensuite

All measurements are within 76mm (3”)

Plot 3 shown, plots 1 & 2
are handed

Plot 4, layout difference

www.bellwoodhomes.co.uk
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www.bellwoodhomes.co.uk

Computer Generated Image

APARTMENTS ~ PLOTS 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 &10
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www.bellwoodhomes.co.uk

Plots 5 (Ground Floor), 7 (First Floor)& 
9 (Second Floor)

Metres Feet/inches

Living 4.20m x 3.78m 13’9” x 12’5”
Kitchen/Dining 4.20m x 2.70m 13’9” x 8’10”
Bedroom 1 3.87m x 2.90m 12’8” x 9’6”
Ensuite
Bedroom 2 2.88m x 2.70m 9’5” x 8’10”
Bathroom

Plot 5

Plot 6

Plot 7

Plot 8

Plot 9

Plot 10

Plot 6 (Ground Floor)
Metres Feet/inches

Living 4.20m x 3.78m 13’9” x 12’5”
Kitchen/Dining 4.20m x 2.70m 13’9” x 8’10”
Bedroom 1 3.87m  x 2.95m 12’8” x 9’8”
Ensuite
Bedroom 2 3.87m x 3.83m 12’8” x 12’6”
Bathroom

All measurements are within 76mm (3”)

FIRST FLOOR SECOND FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR Plots 8 (First Floor) & 10 (Second Floor)
Metres Feet/inches

Living/Dining 6.58m x 3.35m 21’7” x 11’0”
Kitchen 3.05m x 2.14m 10’0” x 7’0”
Bedroom 1 3.50m  x 3.19m 11’5” x 10’5”
En-suite
Bedroom 2 3.21m x 2.59m 10’6” x 8’6”
Bathroom

All measurements are within 76mm (3”)

APARTMENTS ~ PLOTS 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 &10
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The visionary homes at Gifteleia Gardens feature a combination of the traditional and contemporary. The traditional includes stone
and wood whilst the contemporary can be found in the architectural clean lines, open plan design and state-of-the-art technology.
Superbly designed, offering living for the 21st century.

Elegantly fitted to the very highest standards

LIGHTING AND ELECTRICAL

■ A State of the Art electrical
installation features;

■ Low voltage downlights fitted to
kitchens, bathrooms and ensuites.

■ Smoke and heat detectors. 

■ External lighting ensures exacting
illumination is available to all the
balcony, terrace, pathway and drive
areas.

SECURITY AND PRIVACY

■ Electric gates provide security to the
main entrance (subject to planning
approval). 

■ Alarm wiring is pre-installed allowing
for a choice of flexible security
systems to be commissioned, at the
purchaser’s discretion.

■ The apartments feature an
audio/video entry  system to control
access to the building.

CONSTRUCTION

■ Every aspect of this latest Bellwood
Homes development is built in a
solid, traditional manner. 

■ Every technical aspect is designed
and engineered by our Consultants
and subject to the strictest design
criteria. Strict site supervision
ensures any Bellwood Homes
property is built and inspected by
professional members of staff.

WINDOWS & DOORS

■ UPVC window and door frames are
glazed with Low e, argon filled
double glazing. 

■ Multipoint hook levers are fitted to
every door and shoot-bolt locking is
standard in the windows. 

■ The bespoke glazing design ensures
every room can take advantage of
the surrounding environment, in
complete security and comfort.

HEATING

■ Every property incorporates the
latest mains pressure gas fired
heating system, providing reliable
water pressure throughout the
home.

■ An Underfloor heating system with
thermostatic control is provided
throughout. (ground floor only to
houses).

■ This ensures an energy efficient,
controllable heat source is evenly
spread through all living zones.

KITCHEN

■ The bespoke kitchens are
professionally designed and an
essential, high quality feature that
reflects the standard of Bellwood
Homes build quality. We do not have
a standard kitchen range.  Each one
is designed alongside the individual
house or apartment.

■ The integrated appliances and
subtle lighting design, ensure every
aspect of modern life is catered for
in a timeless kitchen, designed for a
lifetime.

■ All Gifteleia Gardens properties will
comprise the following appliances:

■ A Double or single oven.

■ Built in Fridge ~ Freezer.

■ Touch control Ceramic Induction
Hob.

■ Extraction unit.

■ Washing machine and tumble dryer
(or combined washer/dryer).

■ Integrated dishwasher.

■ Continuous feed waste disposal unit.

BATHROOMS AND ENSUITES

■ All bathrooms are fitted with
contemporary  white chinaware with
chrome fittings. 

www.bellwoodhomes.co.uk
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Bellwood Homes ~
Protecting the Environment

■ Carefully selected wall and floor
ceramics compliment the
sanitoryware range, with half
height tiling to sanitoryware walls.

■ Heated chrome towel rails are
standard to all bathrooms.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

■ To take advantage of the location,
Bellwood Homes have designed
tailor made balconies to serve the
first and second floor apartments.

■ Smooth ceilings throughout.

■ The bedrooms have bespoke fitted
wardrobes  including hanging rails,
drawers and/or shelves.

■ Contemporary internal doors add
to the carefully thoughtout layouts
found throughout these very
special, spacious new homes.

■ Outside taps are fitted to the
ground floor apartments and to
each of the houses.

■ The dedicated Kone lift within the
apartment block serves the first
and second floors.

■ Ceramic floor tiling provided to
the Kitchen and bathroom areas of
all properties.

LANDSCAPING

■ Every new home at Gifteleia
Gardens  will have fully landscaped
gardens with new tree lines, fully
planted flower beds and lush
lawns.

■ All the gardens to the houses 
along with the balconies and patio
areas to the apartments, are south 
facing.

Bellwood Homes are committed with
every development to protect the
environment.  

In construction, to help the environment,
recycling has been a priority with as
much waste materials and packaging as
possible. Windows on all new homes are
double glazed with thermal insulation
providing an excellent and a high level
of thermal insulation, which gives a
much reduced heat loss. All appliances
within their fitted kitchens are A or B
rated, helping to reduce water usage
and energy. Water is also saved with a
dual flush mechanism to all toilets. All
Bellwood homes come with a number of
low energy lighting. No Bellwood home
would be complete without a high level
of roof and cavity wall insulation.
Limiting heat loss in the winter and
reducing heat gain in the summer. 

www.bellwoodhomes.co.uk
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Site Layout

n

Plot 4

Plots
5/7/9

Plots
6/8/10

Plot 3 Plot 2 Plot 1
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Bellwood Homes has built an enviable reputation for developing superb, stylish new homes
throughout Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire. A visit to any of our current or previous projects
will stand testimony to the time and effort we put into every site even before a brick (or in
many cases a quarried stone or flint) is laid. Once on site, we constantly monitor deliveries,
workmanship and quality. Any single item that falls below our high standard is rejected.

Only the finest materials are ever used and a carefully selected team of craftsmen work on
every Bellwood Homes site. This consistency ensures the high quality of our completed new
homes is always maintained.

We are further mindful of the need to ensure every new home is constructed with energy
efficient materials, and that high standards of insulation are always included. Safety is also a
prime consideration, and every property has lockable windows, and mains wired smoke
detectors. Most new homes are pre-wired for a state of the art alarm system. A variety of
systems are available, so the installation and commissioning of the alarm is an optional extra.

Bellwood Homes cater for those discerning housebuyers that prefer to purchase their new
home from a more ‘purchaser aware' developer. 

Whilst the volume PLC housebuilders can produce a reasonable new house, Bellwood Homes
pride themselves on developing first class Homes in areas that the volume builders often shy
away from. We develop within many popular village locations, often building only one or two
new properties on any site. Where the location and site allows, we will build more properties,
but generally this will be of a mix of houses from two bedroom starter homes, through to
large, bespoke family homes. Our developments are always varied in design, and always well
thought out. We pride ourselves on the individuality and character that can be seen
throughout our portfolio of recent projects.

Bellwood Homes never duplicate our New Homes. If a purchaser buys a property from us in
one village, they can be confident that the same property will not suddenly ‘appear' in a
nearby village. 

The Developer

www.bellwoodhomes.co.uk
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Location and Communications
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Gifteleia Gardens

PO Box 1384 High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 9AZ
Telephone: 01494 481995 

www.bellwoodhomes.co.uk

Please note: (1) Computer generated images, plans and diagrams used in this brochure are intended to be a general guide to the appearance of the development.
However, from time to time, it is necessary for us to make architectural and specification changes, therefore prospective purchasers should check the latest plans and
details with our agents. Due to our policy of continual improvement, we reserve the right to vary the specification as and when it may become necessary. All room
dimensions are believed to be accurate to within 4”. Please discuss all matters concerning these properties with your Legal advisor. Whilst all statements contained in
this brochure are believed to be correct, they are not to be regarded as statements or representations of fact and neither the developers, their agents nor their
employees guarantee their accuracy. The statements are not intended to form any part of an offer or contract. May 2010. All photographs are library pictures from
Bellwood Homes suppliers. All measurements are approximate.

ROAD

Access to the M40(J8A) and
the rest of the motorway
network are accessed via the
A40, just 9.1 miles away, the
M4 is accessible via the A34.
The centre of Oxford is just 
2 miles away via the A4158.

RAIL

Oxford rail station is just 3.0
miles away and provides fast
links to London, Paddington in
an average journey time of 1hr
and Birmingham, New Street
in an average journey time of
1hr 10 mins.

N
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